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President’s Piece

Some years ago at one of the annual Unitarian General Assembly meetings
I remember one of the main guest speakers (possibly a visiting Universalist
Minister from the US) gave a wonderful if not to me somewhat scary and
confusing presentation about the use of the Internet and World Wide Web
(www) and its importance in promoting Unitarianism and the potential for
Unitarian growth.

Of course it’s a long time ago and alas I cannot remember much now about
what the speaker actually said, but I do remember they had a great depth
of knowledge with which they imparted so generously, warmly,
charismatically and enthusiastically such  that it was nigh on almost
impossible not to believe or feel enthused by their every word! Here is my
much potted version:

This was the way to start bucking the downward trend in falling Unitarian
numbers. This was the way towards putting Unitarianism firmly back on the
map; giving us a platform to attract and connect with more new people  than
might ever be physically possible for a Unitarian Sunday Service or
gathering of any Unitarian description, any day of the week!

Helen CopleyComputers, In or Out,
What’s it all About?
A Novice Perspective
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With computer communications now very much established in, very
much out was the use of any dialogue with ‘family’.  Apparently this
turned people off.

So why was I feeling scared? Well, this was a time when my computer
knowledge and skills were very much in the negative and I was frightened
of being left behind. These skills I’m happy to say have very much now
improved and although by today’s current standards, they may not be up to
the minute, I’m learning more and more to live with and make use of!

Why was I feeling confused? At the time a friend I’d not seen for a while was
staying a few days.  We both became Unitarians around the same time and
one of the things we decided we both valued most about being Unitarian
was a sense of feeling part of a bigger or extended family. I still think this
sense of connection is a good one today and so my views on family remain
unchanged and about which I’m also very happy to report!

The latest thing bothering me now about the internet and www:  If ever the
day comes when nobody physically attends anything anymore, what kind
of virtual world might we be living in…..?

See you at Skillonference if you can make it!

Foy Conference 2015
open to all, not just members of Foy

Skillonference
Conference Secretary for more details:

Joan Partington  01228 670565

A chance to learn more skills
Joan <partingtons@gmail.com>
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Good News from Flagg is that most of the refurbishment is now
complete.  Tired outbuildings have been demolished or tidied up.
Overgrown shrubbery has been cleared and external painting completed.

New tenants will be moving in about the time you receive this copy of Foy
News, a family with three children who, until this move, lived in Sheffield.

News from Flagg
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Valerie Walker
Not all habits are bad and it seems that former British IRFers who have over
the last 20 years enjoyed IRF Oldies Reunions every three or four years in
The Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland and the UK are forming the habit
of getting together on non-international reunion years to spend a few days
at The Nightingale Centre.

This year we will be enjoying each other’s company from 1-5 June for the
2015 BIRF mini-reunion, and several of us will stay on until Saturday 6 June
which is the Hucklow Open Day.

We have a Dinner, Bed & Breakfast arrangement with the Centre and
although there is no organised programme – just a gentle, relaxed,
unstructured few days with plenty of time for chats and reminiscence – we
will as usual be able to take advantage of varied attractions the Peak District
offers. Our IRF attendance has been from the late 1950s into the 1970s, so
if you were an IRFer in those years and have yet to attend an international
‘Oldies’ reunion, why not join us for a ‘taster’ from 1-5 June 2015?
Contact me - Valerie Walker - for details:  01296 613501

Getting into
the “Oldies” habit

vawalker55@gmail.com
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Work Weekend
More Pointing to the Future
Friday 20th-Sunday 22nd March
The back of The Barn still needs some pointing to make the
place warmer and dryer for us all.  This section of the
building is not visible to visitors and the required skills can be
learned in a few minutes. Tools provided!  Please come
along and support a small number of willing volunteers.

There are also some less urgent indoor jobs which will
brighten the place up, as well as preserving the wood over
our heads.  If none of that appeals to you, come and help to
keep us going by making tea or the odd sandwich.

As usual in March, the stove will be ticking over and we will
probably have a meal or two at one of the local pubs.  The
gathering is from Friday evening until mid-day on Sunday but
you will be welcome at any time.  We need to know if you are
coming, as certain similar weekends in the past, have been
cancelled through lack of support.

Contact:  John Hewerdine

01257 269502

john@hewerdinefamily.co.uk
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Foy Members were recently alerted to a television interview with Roger Mason on
the BBC Countryfile programme.  This was at the time when Roger, a Foy member,
kindly sent me the following article.  Editor.

In 1957, the same year that I joined the Foy Society aged 16, I discovered
the Precambrian fossil Charnia masoni with two friends, Richard Allen (Dick)
and Richard Blachford (Blach). I have described it in an interview for the
Countryfile programme to be screened on BBC1 on Sunday 8th February
2015.

My Unitarian links played a large part. We had gone rock climbing in a
disused quarry in Charnwood Forest, a hilly area a few miles from Leicester,
in preparation for my participation in the Young Unitarian Arnøy Expedition
in the summer, a mountaineering expedition led by Rev Keith Treacher who
was the minister at Golders Green Unitarian church where I am still a
member. We explored the small but rugged peaks of a remote island in
Arctic Norway.

I walked to the top of the crag to secure the rope for Dick to climb. Blach
waited at the bottom but called up to me that he had seen a fossil on a slab
of rock.

Roger Mason on his

Chamia Masoni discovery

He said that it looked
like a leaf, and the
picture shows the
fossil, now in Leicester
New Walk Museum.  I
knew that the
Charnwood rocks were
supposed to be too old
to contain fossils, but
when I looked it
seemed real enough to
me so I told my father,
Rev Leonard Mason,
about it.
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He was minister of Leicester Great Meeting but also gave part time lectures
in University College that received its Royal Charter to become Leicester
University in the same year. He regularly chatted over coffee to Dr Trevor
Ford, then a lecturer in the infant Geology Department, and persuaded him
to come and have a look on 30 May 1957. “My God, it is!” he said when he
saw it. I know this date because my father recorded the visit in his diary, now
kept in Dr Williams’s Library in London.

The diary features prominently in the Countryfile interview. Trevor Ford
published a description naming the fossil the following year, and caused an
immediate stir among geologists because similar fossils had been discov-
ered in Australia earlier but were not thought to be as old as the rocks in
Charnwood. An article in Nature followed and these remarkable fossils are
called ‘The Ediacara biota’ after the desert hills where the Australian fossils
were found. A Precambrian Ediacaran period of geological time is now
recognised internationally as the first world-wide division of geological time
to be named after an area in Australia. It was celebrated in a special set of
postage stamps in 2006.

My father’s friendship with Trevor was the key to the publication of the
discovery. When it featured in a local TV programme about 10 years ago,
Tina Negus saw the fossil and said, “That’s my fossil!” She had seen it in
the 1950s and told her school teachers, but they didn’t believe her. Thanks
to my father’s knowledge of science and Trevor’s open mind, my discovery
was the one that made it into the geology textbooks.

Roger Mason preparing for the
Young Unitarian Arnøy Expedition

The discovery confirmed a prediction that
Charles Darwin had made in The Origin of
Species almost 100 years earlier. He wrote
of the long Precambrian epoch before
fossils appeared, “…during these vast
periods the world swarmed with living
creatures.” Many geologists disagreed with
him and no undisputed fossil remains of
complex life were found until the Ediacara
biota were first described from
Leicestershire and then discovered on
every continent except Antarctica. Their
affinities with more recent fossils and
present-day living organisms are unclear
and the subject of much research and lively
discussion among palaeontologists today.
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I had a ‘what if’ moment the other day.  It was triggered by coming across a
photograph of Lynne, and our son Nigel, in the garden of our second home in
Leyland: a home that we only lived in for eighteen months.  British Leyland’s Truck
and Bus Division decided to reorganise into three manufacturing divisions, with the
Passenger Vehicle Division headquarters being set up on the site of the former
AEC factory at Southall in Middlesex. Maintaining my involvement in the bus and
coach industry meant relocating to London.

Lynne and I come from families with little history in venturing far domestically.  My
father’s only move involved a distance of 32 miles from his childhood home in
Nelson, to study and work in Manchester, where he spent his entire working career
at Manchester Royal Infirmary.  Even then, he lived at home and commuted daily!
My mother was briefly more adventurous, teaching in South Wales, following three
years at university in London, before returning north to marry my father.  Her
significant move, at the age of four, was as a result of her family’s relocation from
Skipton: but, being staunch Lancastrians, we keep quiet about that!

Nowadays, many families are not only spread countrywide, but in some cases
worldwide.  The last century has seen the growth of the global family. As a child, I
can recall my grandfather listing the various relatives that could be found in the
streets around their home in Nelson.  Perusal of the family tree sees generations
in well-defined areas of Lancashire, besides a Bradford based satellite!  Lynne’s
family tree shows its roots in and around Radcliffe. The ‘what if’ factor is what would
have happened if I’d chosen to stay in Leyland and throw in my lot with the Heavy
Truck Division that remained there.  Ironically, for a short period before the
reorganisation, I’d had an involvement with light and medium trucks and that
manufacturing plant was at Bathgate in West Lothian: ‘what if ‘indeed…….!

We have countless ‘what if’ moments.  Many of them have little significance on the
pattern of our lives.  Some will have a far greater bearing on the future.  My musings
that day led me to reflect on what to me were my particularly significant ‘what if’
moments. I would place two events in 1964 and 1966 could be seen in that
category.  I was brought up in a Unitarian background at Cross Street Chapel in
Manchester.  Our editor, John Hewerdine, and I were contemporaries in the
Sunday School there.  In December 1964, the UYPL South Lancs region held a
carol service at Cross Street and I decided to go along.  It led me to visit the UYPL

Idle thoughts of a not so idle fellow

Richard Varley
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branch at Wythenshawe in the beginning of 1965: I seem to recall that John was
the catalyst!  It didn’t take long for me to be introduced to Great Hucklow, less than
an hour’s journey away: the South Lancs regional weekend at the end of that
January to be precise!  Twenty months later, a group of UYPLers decided to pop
over to Hucklow one evening during a youth holiday week.  There I encountered a
rather attractive UYPLer from Stand, around a bonfire behind Nightingale, on the
spot where the Peach Hall now stands.  We met again on the Saturday at the
Hucklow Ball at Belle Vue in Manchester: as they say, the rest is history…!

The ‘what if’ is, of course, what would have happened if I’d not gone to the South
Lancs carol service that evening….?  Would have I been drawn into UYPL by
another route, since there was no branch at Cross Street: is John Hewerdine to
‘blame’?  If he is, then he has my grateful thanks!!  We cannot change what has
happened in the past, whether it was for good or bad.

Some ‘what if’ moments can have two opposing outcomes and we have to judge
how the balance worked out.  I recall one of those in the mid-1980s, after I had
moved from British Leyland to the National Bus Company (NBC).  It was the period
in which privatisation was in vogue.  The publication of the white paper ‘Buses’ set
out the government’s proposed way of achieving this in the bus industry.  One of
the components was the sale of NBC to the private sector. Initially, the presence of
a moderate Secretary of State for Transport led to a belief that the company might
be sold as a going entity.  However, some shenanigans by a government minister,
followed by a resignation and inevitable reshuffle, led to the appointment of one
Nicholas Ridley, who took the view that the only course of action was the sale of
the fifty or so individual companies that constituted NBC.

Finding a new position in an industry that was stagnating, as a result of the
uncertainty due to privatisation and deregulation of the bus industry, was not easy.
In 1987, I bit the bullet before my job evaporated, took on board the financial
implications, and moved to the United Counties Omnibus Company in
Northampton, which was about to be one of the first NBC operating companies to
be sold to Stagecoach.  There are often pluses and minuses in any development.
We were fortunate as a beneficiary of the house price escalation in the 1980s,
which helped significantly when buying in Northampton.  The ‘novelty’ of the daily
commuting into the centre of London had long gone!  Instead of living in a vast
metropolis, we now have the benefits of a county town in one direction, and a short

What we can appreciate,
and be grateful for, is all
those ‘what if’ moments
that pointed us in the right
direction….
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walk into open countryside in the other.  The County Cricket Ground is but a twenty
minutes’ drive away and we are over sixty miles nearer Hucklow!

What if a government minister hadn’t digressed…….?

My membership of Foy went through a dormant period following my editorship of
Foy News.  I kept in touch with happenings through Foy News and with a number
of members, many of whom I had known since UYPL days.  It was a recent
conference with the title ‘You know I’m serious because I’m laughing’, led by Colin
Partington, which appealed to us and brought us back into the more active fold.
I’ve always believed in the importance of humour and have been known to refer to
it as ‘the lubricant of life’!

Foy has a tradition of putting on conferences on important and thought provoking
topics; on many occasions stirring the Unitarian conscience.  It is good that these
should be interspersed with lighter subjects: this year’s ‘Skillonferene’ is an exam-
ple.  Of recent subjects, my mind continues to be challenged by the subject of
Climate Change and I enjoy the thought provoking exchanges with my good
friends, Vic Mason and Colin Partington.

Early this winter I came to the definite conclusion that our climate is changing!  On
the morning, following the first frost of the autumn, Lynne and I were enjoying a
coffee in Milton Keynes’ shopping centre, when we observed a couple walk past
wearing colourful short sleeved shirts, lightweight shorts and flimsy footwear, as
though they were heading for the beach!  I daresay that they had probably left their
over centrally heated house, travelled in a climate controlled car and parked close
to the shopping centre and braved the two short period of exposure to the autumn
chill: an interesting carbon footprint?  What if their car had broken down on their
journey……….?!  Having said that, the wearing of shorts appears to be less of a
mere summer fashion.  I am told, and indeed news images confirm such, that it is
not uncommon, for many of those who frequent club land town centres to forsake
warmer outer garments when weather patterns might suggest otherwise!  Or am I
just showing my age!  I used to reckon that the sound of the first cuckoo, or the first
sighting of a postman in shorts, heralded the arrival of spring.  I sighted one of the
latter on 9th January!

Speaking of modern trends, there is one which, if I’m not mistaken, is becoming
more prevalent.  There seems a greater reluctance, by some drivers, to use their
direction indicators.  More often than not it is irritating: just occasionally it can be
downright dangerous.  In a recent Sunday newspaper, a reader wrote in to say that
he had, on one occasion, followed a car to a supermarket and at no time did the
motorist indicate.  In the car park he enquired of the driver if their car’s indicators
were broken.  “Don’t use ’em” was the reply.  He pondered as to whether we are
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becoming a totally selfish society?  My other observation is that in his letter he
inserted the words ‘a young woman’ after the word ‘driver’.  I’ve seen enough men
indulge in the practice: talk about stereotypes!  Then there are those who are
reluctant to put on their lights in gloomy and wet weather……  Oh dear, I think I can
feel another rant developing, which probably means that it is time to put down my
electronic pen, pass my piece to my dear proof reader and fire it off to the editor!

A Postscript…….

Try walking
past this
on the pavement!

Foy Conference 2015
open to all, not just members of Foy

Skillonference
Conference Secretary for more details:

Joan Partington  01228 670565

A chance to learn more skills
Joan <partingtons@gmail.com>
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Our next Foy Conference

Skillonference 2015
Nightingale Centre,    1st-4th May

Yes, It is getting close and will be rather different to our conferences of the
past.  At our last AGM, there was a feeling that we should have a break from
the serious subjects of recent conferences and enjoy some relaxation and
allow ourselves to be a little self-indulgent, whilst learning (or honing) some
useful skills from those who would like to share their talents.

And so it is, that several of our fellow Foy Society members have
volunteered to take us by the hand and show us new things or help us to
improve those we have been wanting to develop.  In the relaxed atmosphere
of our favourite place on earth, we will have the chance to “opt in” or, for
that matter, “opt out” of a variety of talks and workshops.  Here goes then,
over the next few pages, a taste of what’s in store at Hucklow.

Hi let me introduce myself. I am Gwyneth Roper, a self confessed hoarder
of paper craft stash. I was given a rubber stamp and inkpad about 15 years
ago and now have a whole room of card and equipment for card making and
scrapbooking.

I don’t know if I would describe myself as an expert but I certainly have a
passion for creating paper crafts. The sessions I am to run at Foy
Conference will be about making some simple cards that look as if they are
more complicated.

Greetings Card Making
with Gwyneth

This Year’s Theme
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I will try and give you some hints and tips on making your own. We will do
several cards together and then I hope your creative juices flow and you
can then create your own unique cards with some of my stash. The pictures
will give you a taste of what is to come. There are no such things as
mistakes but creative accidents.

What is the most you have to loose except a piece of card and some glue?
We will have some fun and a laugh. If you have your own scissors that will
save time waiting to use my limited supply. If you have your own paper
trimmer all the better but I do have several of these.

Come and play with me!

Nightingale Centre,    1st-4th May

Some cards Gwyneth made earlier…
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Having discussed the ideas for my FOY Conference session with some of
the Nightingale Centre staff and a good portion of the FOY Council at
Hucklow, here’s the outcome.

Although my concerns about the cookery idea are probably not
insurmountable, they certainly mean that the time and effort required to turn
the idea into a reality would be disproportionate to the value of the session.
The response to my alternative idea was generally positive, so I'd like to go
with the Frisbee idea and have included some information below which you
may like to take into account.

As a general sport enthusiast I will be running an introductory session for a
sport to which I have committed many years and have been lucky enough to
play in 9 different countries around the world.  "What is this sport?" I hear
you ask.. the answer is.. Ultimate Frisbee!

as boule, lawn darts, giant jenga and quoits.   The equipment for these
games will be available all weekend for those who wish to use them in their
free time.

If I have somewhere in the region of 10-12 participants I will be able to run
this as a single session (of anything between 1 and 2 hours).  If more than
12 people would like to be involved I would prefer to split them into 2
groups.  If I end up running 2 sessions I am prepared to miss out on other
activities if necessary.  I can also bring some written information to explain
a bit about the game and I'm happy to introduce the activity by doing a
briefing session on Friday evening if that would help.

Throwing Strange Objects, with Josh

This may sound strange, but there is actually a formal team
sport which is based around the use of a Frisbee (or 'Sports
Disc').   I will be running a session which will
include  teaching the basic throws, some more advanced
throws to those who master the simple ones, and arranging
a few small games (there is an ideal game called 'hot-box'
which involves 4 players).  Participants will be able to enjoy
the session with as little or as much energy expenditure as
they like.  I will also be arranging some peripheral games for
those Foy members who are not keen on the Frisbee idea.
I'll be bringing a range of garden games for activities such
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I'll bring the necessary equipment to run a poker workshop in the event of
bad weather.  I'd prefer to stick with the Frisbee idea and will be happy to
move my session to another day/time at the last minute in the case of bad
weather (if the programme is flexible enough to accommodate that).

If you like the sound of my suggestions, please bring suitable footwear to
be worn on the field at the back of the Nightingale Centre if you would like
to participate fully (shorts and T-shirts are optional!).

Getting the most out of your Digital Camera
As I sit at my laptop, a visual joke has just emerged in front of me.  As you
have probably just read, our son Josh enjoys outdoor pursuits.  He also
enjoys a good joke and bought himself a pair of binoculars which are not
actually what they seem. The optics are far from useful but the contents can
have a very reviving effect on a cold winter’s day.  Yes, a hip-flask which
looks like something else.  Josh later bought me a camera which wouldn’t
take pictures but would revive me if the long walk, at Winter Walking
Weekend, became too arduous.  It is sitting on the table in front of me as I
type this.  Hence, my amusement at the subtitle of this section.

The world has gone digital and, with the exception of a few people (my
sister is one), our cameras record optical images onto electronic sensors
rather than film.  This has the advantage of us not having to buy film but it
also proves to be very handy when it comes to editing and sharing our
pictures with friends.  Some of us are better at the latter than others (me
included), though I do occasionally look at what others post on the web.

Taking photographs
   of Everybody Else, with John
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In terms of the effect of digital cameras on the act of taking pictures nothing
much has changed.  The sensitivity of the sensors, on more expensive
cameras, has helped those of us with money to burn when the light levels
are very low.  This also makes for better sharpness of the results in good
light.  Otherwise, if you work within the limitations of the camera you have,
and this includes the latest generations of mobile phones, anyone can get
great results.

Oh, and please bring the Camera Manual along with you to Hucklow.
I’m a bit like the guy in Curry’s who knows less about the menus in the
electronic item you are thinking of buying than you do.  Mind you, there are
an awful lot of different cameras on the market!

It would also be helpful if participants could bring with them their download
device if a laptop is normally used.  Those of you with a camera phone or
tablet might like to bring the connecting cable to transfer their images to
another device.  This often (but not always) terminates with a USB plug.

In the introduction to my workshop, I will
be talking about some ways to make the
best of the camera you have.  Some of
my tips will be basic facts of life and I
cannot over-emphasise the value of your
own imagination.  I will try and stimulate
that imagination but, before we meet
again, try visiting any photographic
exhibition or Google creative
photography and think about what you
most enjoy. Also ( if you can remember
where it is) dig out the instruction book for
your camera.  Instead of picking up your
favourite novel tonight, have a look at
your camera manual and maybe try just
one new setting you’ve never used
before.
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The Scroll Saw has a very fine saw blade, rapidly moving up and down
through a table.  This enables very delicate saw-cuts to be made in wood
up to 2” thick, though it is more at home with half-inch thick wood.  Its
predecessor was the Fret-saw, from the French “Freter” - lattice, one of its
common uses.

Originally pedal powered (my friend has one), most modern Scroll Saws are
electric.  They are reasonably cheap to buy and safe to operate and are
used by many hobbyists.  I will be bringing my own Scroll Saw to Great
Hucklow and borrowing another from my woodworking club.

There will be lots of examples of things I have made and lots of templates
for potential projects which might interest you.  You will have a large
selection of woods and objects, or you can create your own, before painting

Working with Wood - and Colin Partington
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and finishing the objects to take with you.  I bet some of you will get hooked
and eventually buy your own Scroll Saw.

Three of my grandchildren have made their own items.  Leon (then six) cut
out a bat jigsaw of ten pieces and hung it up for Halloween.  His younger
sister Clara made a beautiful butterfly.

You can make
Free-standing Ornaments
Ducks, Cats, Reindeer,
names, etc. etc……

Free-standing Jigsaw
Puzzles See Penguins

Hanging Ornament  Simple
to complex, depending on
time -  fish, birds etc

Jigsaw Puzzles  From
photographs, or draw your
own.

Letter Racks Two scrolled
ornaments with a block of
wood between.
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The lovely wedding of Lynne and Richard Varley’s daughter Hannah to
Colin Sibley.   A very enjoyable day enhanced by beautiful September
weather.   The ceremony was held at Brixworth Church in Northampton,
claimed to be the oldest Saxon church in England, followed by a reception
at Brixworth Cricket ground where Colin plays and Hannah is the scorer.

(no surprise there then…)
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On Sunday 11th January 2015, for the very first time in its’ history, 1.5
million people joined in a mass demonstration on the streets of Paris for
something, as opposed to being against something. This was the public
and political response to the massacre of cartoonists at the offices of the
satirical magazine: Charlie Hebdo; the murder of four Jews in the Kosher
supermarket, and the killing of a Muslim police officer by so called "Islamist
jihadists".

This has now been followed by other acts of violence by the same fraternity
of fanatics. Only this week, Egypt has called for the West to aid them in
militarily opposing the threat posed to freedom by the expansionist policies
of Islamic fundamentalism.

The Price of Liberty John Pickering
                Unitarian and Cartoonist

John’s immediate response to
the initial Atrocity in Paris
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I am both a cartoonist and a Unitarian.  I find the act of killing people, simply
because they have dared to creatively express something we don’t agree
with, morally repugnant.  But let us not forget that Jews have done it;
Buddhists have done it, Catholics have done it and Protestants have done
it; it was wrong then and it is equally wrong now.

The problem here is not the will of God but the will of Men. Throughout
history, enlightened teachers have taught spiritual liberation but then, after
they were gone their followers reinterpreted it; stamped it with their own
seal and turned it into the religious systems of control and oppression that
have brought so much death, cruelty and intolerance into the world.

In the 21st century we see this personified in the gun waving terrorists of Al
queda; the Islamic State, Hoco boram and the Taliban; but for the vast
majority of ordinary Muslims, the twisted thinking of these fanatics is as
much a horrible distortion of their faith, as was the Inquisition for most
Christians. History testifies that Muslims, Jews, Christians, Hindus and
Buddhists can live peacefully together; and why shouldn’t they?

As one Muslim cleric commented recently “No terrorist honours God; when
they say kill in the name of God, it is not God's will they do - it is their will.
And it is an evil in the world to do such things." In the aftermath of the
Charlie Hebdo massacre another Muslim cleric pointedly said "Fanatics
and terrorists have no race or religion."
All religions are a mixture of good and bad, Light and Dark - in some the
balance is, at times, tilted more one way than the other.  When it is tilted
towards the Dark - it is time for all who value freedom to oppose it; just as
the Protestants once had to oppose the darkness of Roman Catholicism.
In the Bible it says "by their fruits you will know them"...when they start
killing those who don't agree with them - you know by their actions exactly
what they are and where they are coming from - and it isn't from the Light.
Hopefully there will be some form of upsurge of independent thought and
spiritual revolution within Islam that will proactively counter the current
lunacy.
Such change can only come from within (just as happened with Christiani-
ty) but will Islam be equal to the task of the much needed self criticism and
radical spiritual and social change? Only time will tell. We can but hope.
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Cathie, Daniel and I would like to offer a huge ‘THANK YOU’ to all who
attended Mum’s day at Great Hucklow.  It was a truly wonderful and
heartfelt occasion  -  Mum would have loved it!   We would especially like to
thank Rev Liz Birtles, Stephanie Ramage, Peter Samson, Derek Tatton and
David Dawson for their support and contributions; making the day special.
We would also like to extend our thanks to the Nightingale staff team. Their
professional and emotional support went beyond any expectations.

‘Mum’s day’, and indeed the crematorium service, was conceived and
developed with Mum, whilst she was in hospital. Mum of course, chaired
and instigated proceedings! She was very focused and careful to include
significant achievements and milestones of her life.

She was a very proud woman. Mum spoke of friendships, education,
teaching, music, politics, her childhood and shared fond memories of her
family. She was uplifting, inspiring and entertaining. I certainly learnt a lot
more of Mum and her life experiences during this time.

There were, of course, so many sad occasions. One in particular, was when
Mum had made her decision to withdraw all treatment. For me it was the
end of the world. The notion of loosing Mum within a few days time was
heartbreaking and numbing. Nonetheless, I felt honoured and comforted at
being a part of her great resolve; sensing her strength and determination ‘to
let go’. This time also gave many great and marvellous opportunities for
Mum to talk to and see all her children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren  -  heartbreaking, but wonderful too

On another occasion, I remember when my brother Daniel and I were sitting
quietly at Mum’s bedside (as she was sleeping, so we thought!) We began
to whisper in conversation about ‘Mum’s box’ (the coffin). We shared many
ideas; the shape, the art work, size and so on. Our conversation became
more and more creative to the point where we were both trying very hard
not to laugh out loud. In fits of suppressed giggles, Mum suddenly said “ I
can hear everything you two are saying you know” With that, we really did
laugh out loud. Thereafter, with Mum’s input, her box was designed.

Celebration of the life of Sheila Jones
Great Hucklow. 7th Feb, 2015                     by daughter Ruth

on behalf of the Jones Family
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Finally, following the scattering of Mum’s ashes amongst the butterfly plants
at Nightingale centre. The sunset which developed was the most stunning
I have ever witnessed (see magazine cover), as though Mum had
acknowledged her day, with pride - painting the skies with pinks, purples
and a magnificent red…what a show! Thank you Sheila Jones….

It has been a short, but long traumatic journey for us all with many highs and
equal lows. I will never be sure when I shall feel settled with my loss, but I
have learnt, from Mum that to acknowledge uncertainty is to be stronger
than it - else it will gobble you up!!

We also give thanks to everyone who attended the Crematorium Service
conducted by Nicky Jenkins and to those who sent messages, cards and
words of support and comfort -  we thank you for your Generosity of Love

“The Box”, designed and made by the Jones Family

The Manchester Crematorium was bursting with Folk
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Further to the article by Ruth, celebrating the life of her
mother, I should like to add a few words of my own.

I first met Sheila, wife of my Minister, at a time when I
was just discovering what it meant to belong to an
active Unitarian community.  Sheila was a busy mum
with small children in those days, but I gradually got to
know what a valuable contribution she was making.

Sheila was a person with strong principles who had the
ability to stimulate and make us think about our
priorities in life.  I was probably not aware of Sheila’s
influence on me, at a time when I was reviewing my
own values and making life-forming decisions about
where I was heading.

I am grateful for Sheila’s continued support, which I
always felt was from the heart, not just at that time but
subsequently when I discovered that we can all sing,
and that it is more uplifting when you put in the effort.
Her love of music has inspired so many of us.

The photographs opposite are my own tribute to Sheila.

From the Editor



Centre:  Sheila at the 2011 Foy Conference
Surrounded by:  Tributes at the recent Life-
                     Celebration at Great Hucklow)



It is with great sadness that we record the death of one of our well loved
and loyal member, Sheila Jones. (See the tribute from daughter Ruth on
page 24) Our Foy Conferences and many other Unitarian events won’t be
the same without her.

Hannah (nee Varley) and Colin Sibley who were married on 27th Septem-
ber, just after the Autumn Foy News went to press. (See photograph on
page 21) Belated Best Wishes for a very happy life together.

News of
Members
Hazel Warhurst
our Membership Secretary

Congratulations

Claire and Josh
Hewerdine on the birth
of their son, Dylan Luke,
on 4th February 2015.
He was born in Preston
Hospital at 4.30am,
weighing 7lbs 9 oz.
Dylan will eventually be
a playmate for big sister,
Holly Beth. He is a
welcome addition to the
families of proud
grandparents, Helen and
Richard Merritt, and Dot
and John Hewerdine.
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hazndaz@warhurstfamily.co.uk



The rate remains £7.50 for Individual Membership and £10.00 for a couple.
Please make all cheques payable to “The Foy Society” Bank transfers are
very acceptable. Ask me for bank details. Why not consider setting up a
standing order and be free of me chasing you for ever!! Reminders for
subscription arrears should have been sent out by email by the time you
read this, or are enclosed with your paper copy of Foy News.

Send any change of address or email listing to me, or to the Editor, as soon
as possible so that we can keep our records up to date.

I wonder how many of our older Foy members can remember the Unitarian
Ties and Men’s Handkerchiefs which were sold by UYPL back in the 60s
and 70s. Indeed I wonder how many of you have an old tie or two lurking in
your wardrobe - making the occasional appearance perhaps at a funeral or
some formal Unitarian event. Maybe you still have one or two very thin
handkerchiefs with the old chalice logo in black and red.

Good News then!! Very soon there will be supplies of both items on sale,
sporting the new consistent identity chalice. They will be available on the
Foy Stall at the General Assembly Meetings in Birmingham. For details and
to pre-order, contact me by email  and you can then collect them during the
meetings or have them posted to you.    My email address is in the header.

Any profits from the sales will go to build up the Flagg Chapel Fund from
which Foy gives discretionary grants to young people to help them take part
in the GA meetings or to attend Foy Conference.

Corner of the new
chalice handkerchief,
soon to be available
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Never visited or stayed at The
Barn?  Come along and join us for
the weekend or just for Saturday.
The gathering will involve a mix of
activities with a service on Satur-
day afternoon and a social in the
evening.  The rest of the Bank Holi-
day Weekend will be a social time
with some gentle walks for those
inclined.

Give Isobel Mason (see back page)
a ring if you would like to sleep in
the Barn, camp or join us for any
meals....

Flagg
Welcome
Weekend

22nd-25th May,
2015



Run by the Foy Society
Open to All

Foy Conference 2015

Our next conference will be held at The Nightingale Centre

If you haven’t booked but would like to find out if there is still
availability contact Joan Partington, conference secretary.
Details on back or:

  Skillonference 
Joan Partington <partingtons@gmail.com>

A chance to learn more skills



Some useful             contacts
Treasurer and Printing:

David Warhurst,
18, Priory Way,
Ingleby Arncliffe,
N. Yorkshire.        DL6 3LR

           01609 882442

Membership Secretary:

Hazel Warhurst,
18, Priory Way,
Ingleby Arncliffe,
N. Yorkshire.         DL6 3LR

      (mobile) 07765005870

Conference Secretary:

Joan Partington,
“Sandcroft”,
Townhead,  Hayton,
BRAMPTON,
Cumbria.         CA8 9JF.

01228 670565

Flagg Secretary:

Isobel Mason,
11, Easton Road,
Flitwick,
Bedfordshire,
          MK45 1EU

01525 714341

Correspondence Sec.

Richard Varley
60 Weggs Farm Rd
NORTHAMPTON.
NN5 6HD

01604 587860

Editor - Foy News:

John Hewerdine,
Whittle Wharf,
Whittle Springs,
Chorley,
Lancashire.           PR6 8AE

01257 269502

Editor’s email : john@hewerdinefamily.co.uk


